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During May, the Tacugama Community Outreach Program (TCOP) visited Loma Mountains 
National Park (LMNP) to monitor the 21 bio-monitors across the 21 operational communities. 
This trip had two main goals: 1) Conduct a bio-monitoring training session on Cybertracker to 
refresh the previous 14 bio-monitors and teach the 7 new ones that have been welcomed on 
board; 2) Monitor the tree nurseries established by each bio-monitor, in preparation for the 
tree planting before the rainy season. We are grateful towards Turing Foundation for funding 
this project. Thanks to their support, we were able to purchase more rugged phones for in-field 
biodiversity data collection and update the Cybertracker software to its most recent version. 

In total, the team received 29 participants to the bio-monitoring training, including both bio-
monitors employed by Tacugama, but also volunteers who wish to learn from the team and be 
involved in the project. The training covered a range of topics, from the different species found 
in the LMNP to the usage of the smart phone and the Cybertracker app to record signs. Each 
participant was provided with a printed training manual with all aspects discussed so they can 
continuing studying the topics before the test session later on in the year. 

During the trip, the team also monitored the 21 tree nurseries in all 21 communities. The tree 
nursery sites were prepared by the 21 Tacugama bio-monitors. The TCOP officers were pleased 
with the number of seedlings in the nurseries but encouraged the monitors to collect and grow 
even more! 

Part of the seedling site at Krutor community Three of Tacugama’s bio-monitors at Loma

TCOP team conducting the bio-monitoring training sessions  - theoretical (classroom) and practical (outdoors)
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By assisting in the building of a new school we are able to lend a helping hand to younger 
generations so they can further their education and have brighter prospects for the future!

MOUNT BITUMANI

Mount Bitumani (pictured right), 
found in Loma Mountains National 
Park, is the highest peak in Sierra 
Leone at 1945 meters. 

Members of TCOP have walked this 
steep hill before, where the views 
at the top are ever so rewarding!

Future plans at Tacugama 
include possible eco-tourism 
activities around Loma. One 
activity we are debating is a 
touristic walk to the highest 
mountain peak in the 
country, so watch this space
for updates on eco-tourism
in Loma!  

Construction of a secondary school in one of the rural communities Tacugama is working with.

BUILDING OF A SECONDARY SCHOOL

The building of the secondary school in Mansonia in 
collaboration with Sunday Foundation is moving along, with 
walls beginning to adorn the sides! At the moment there is no 
secondary school in Mansonia, or in any of the nearby 
communities, meaning that once children reach the age to go to 
secondary school, they are unable to continue their education. 

Mount Bitumani.



The bio-monitoring that occurred in May in the Western Area Peninsula National Park, by the
TCS rangers along with the National Protected Area Authority (NPAA), continued as normal.
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The map on to the left shows 
the area in the WAPNP where 
the 9 rangers conduct the 
patrols, nearby the sanctuary. 

During May the rangers 
recorded signs of various 
species, including many 
carnivores (civets and 
mongoose), primates
(chimpanzees, Campbell’s 
monkeys and green monkeys), 
rodents (giant rats, cane rats 
and tree squirrels) and 
ungulates (bushbucks, 
Maxwell’s duikers). 
Additionally, they also found 
signs of human presence within 
the protected forest. 

Two of Tacugama’s long-term rangers, 
Joko (L) and Emmanuel (R).
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A genet caught on a camera trap
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Not only did the rangers conduct regular bio-monitoring patrols, the TCOP team also
accompanied them to retrieve a set of camera traps placed around the Tacugama Reserve
during March. The camera traps were left recording for 2 months.

Species recorded during this period include the Western chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes verus)
(IUCN Red List = Critically Endangered) , the bushbuck (Tragelaphus scriptus) (IUCN Red List =
Least Concern), the sooty mangabey (Cercocebus atys) (IUCN Red List = Vulnerable), the red-
bellied paradise flycatcher (Terpsiphone rufiventer) (IUCN Red List = Least Concern), black duiker
(Cephalophus niger) (IUCN Red List = Least Concern), as well as mongoose sp., genet sp, and
galago sp.

Figure 3: Sooty mangabey

Figure 1: Bushbuck Figure 2: Black Duiker

Figure 4: Galago sp

Camera trap footage collected 

from March until May



TACUGAMA KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (T-KEEP)
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Tacugama Kids Environmental Education program (TKEEP) raises natural mindfulness in 

primary schools in both rural and urban areas of Sierra Leone. It is currently conducted in 12 

urban schools around the Western Area Peninsula National Park and in 14 provincial schools 

within the Moyamba and Pujehun Districts. During May, Tacugama hosted the Minister of 

Basic and Senior Secondary Education at the sanctuary regarding the integration of the 

TKEEP workbook into national curriculum, and also participated in a two day MBSSE training 

to teach new coordinators about the Tacugama workbook and how they can do subsequent 

training sessions for teachers. Furthermore, the new T-KEEP coordinator conducted a series 

of school visits to introduce himself to the teachers and children, and began working on new 

monitoring tools for the following academic year. 

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

Children from the school “Education for All”

1. SCHOOL VISITS

During theses visits, the team discussed the way forward for the next academic year 

regarding the TKEEP project. Both the coordinator of TKEEP and school teachers agreed it 

would be beneficial to introduce a school dance and health talks for the kids, as well as 

teacher meetings to discuss the areas they struggle or succeed in at the annual teacher 

training sessions. We look forward to continue developing TKEEP for the next academic year!

“I am very pleased to meet the new coordinator and I know with his energy and zest we can  

exploit in the next phase of TKEEP” Madam Ruth, Proprietress at Amazing Grace School



TACUGAMA KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (T-KEEP)
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2. TACUGAMA INTEGRATES CONTENT FROM ITS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 

WORKBOOK INTO SIERRA LEONE’S NATIONAL CURRICULUM

On Friday 14th of May Tacugama hosted the minister of Basic and Secondary Education,

Dr. Moinina David Sengeh, along with 21 students from 9 schools; the Secretary General of 

UNESCO Commission; the Director of Curriculum and Research- MBSSE; and other staff 

from the Ministry Basic and Secondary Education. The purpose of this visit was to celebrate 

the decision to include topics on conservation and environmental protection into the 

national curriculum.

During the visit, Founder of Tacugama Mr. Bala said 

“This is the first step towards a much larger 

collaboration with the Ministry of Education, we're 

working on putting in place an agreement which would 

include further content development, joint monitoring 

and reporting and teacher training workshops. We 

thank the Ministry in believing in our work and we are 

committed to doing more in the coming years.” The 

minister further reiterated the ministry’s commitments 

to continue working with Tacugama on environment 

and conservation related matters. 

Honorable Sengeh and Mr. Bala

Minister and Students Hiking Up Tacugama

3. TRAINING FOR TRAINERS (TOT)

Tacugama attended a two-day training for trainers 

who will later train all teachers across the country 

on the new basic education curriculum framework. 

The session covered all areas of the new curriculum 

and guided participants on how the new curriculum 

should be delivered to students.

Presentation for the Training for Teachers



ROOTS & SHOOTS
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During May, the TCOP team engaged the Lion Pride FC with different Roots & Shoots sessions. 

These included an activity designing materials with original conservation messages to later hang at 

Tacugama; a talk on zoonotic diseases; a discussion on the progress of their jackfruit seedlings, as 

well as  debate about Sierra Leone’s National Animal, the chimpanzee, and the role of football in 

creating change and developing the environment. In addition, TCOP also showed support to the 

team by supporting them in one of their league matches.

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

The Lion Pride FC players in their new football equipment, featuring the national 

animal of Sierra Leone, the chimpanzee!

COMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA

This month the team reached

out to the public with our

conservation messages, health

talks and environmental

protection messages, through

newspaper publications, radio

discussions and TV shows. The

newspaper publications

covered events around the

Loma Mountains National

Park project and the visit of

the Minister of Basic and

Senior Secondary Education at

Tacugama. The radio

discussion on Capital Radio

was focused on “Zoonotic

diseases” as a topic.
Newspaper articles published 

about Tacugama during May
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QUARANTINE HEALTH CHECK

At Tacugama we have a specific quarantine protocol. When we receive a new arrival, the staff 
need to prepare a place for him/her to stay, with hammocks and nesting materials (cardboard, 
leaves, blankets), a balanced and nutritious diet, and of course lots of affection for the 
rehabilitation to get off to the right start. 

During the 90-day quarantine, the vet team carries out a medical check-up once a month to 
evaluate the chimp’s health status. The team conducts rapid blood tests, TB tests, stool analysis, 
vaccinations, among others. During May we checked up on the health status of the three young 
chimps still in the quarantine period:

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

Lazar Ceasar
(Male, 3.5 yo)

The last rescue of April, Lazar
currently has a good weight,
good body condition, and his
blood studies came back
without any alteration. He is
a very docile chimp, and
received his first vaccination
of tetanus and polio. He has
developed a liking for potato
leaves and a variety of fruits.
He is still learning and
improving on some skills, like
climbing the mesh without
falling down.

MJ 
(Male, 3 yo) 

From Moyamba District, MJ
arrived with a low body
condition, opaque hair, dry
skin, slight hyperkeratosis that
reflected a fungal problem
(dermatomycosis) in his skin,
and diarrhea. The examination
of feces revealed a lot of
bacteria, Strongyloides sp,
Nematode Eggs, Troglodytella
eggs and trophozoites. He
subsequently received a
deworming treatment. MJ is a
very active chimp, who likes to
swing and climb.

Ferenkeh
(Female, 4.5 yo )

The veterinary team
carried out her second
health check. She has
gained weight and
grown in size. Her tests
showed good results,
without alterations.
She is a very active and
sweet chimpanzee,
who likes to play, and
loves food, specifically
mangoes.

MJ after his first health check Ferenkeh in quarantine
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MEDICAL PROCEDURES

Transverse fracture of the tibia and fibula

During May, Woron (Male, 6 yo) from Old C
group suffered a diaphyseal tibia and fibula
fracture on the left pelvic limb. The veterinary
team anaesthetized him to determine the
prognosis, administer analgesics, antibiotics
and vitamins. Woron is now in the recovery
process and although he is a very active young
male, he has to stay inside the dens for a while
to form an adequate osseous callus. In a
month we will take another x-ray to evaluate
the evolution of the callus. In the meantime,
his caregivers are creating further
environmental enrichment to help him in his
recovery process and prevent him from
becoming bored or developing abnormal
behaviours.

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

Technical Note
The tibia and fibula are the two bones that form the leg from the knee to the ankle. The tibia is 
much larger and structurally stronger than the fibula. Together they allow the transmission of 

forces from the knee to the ankle and thus actively participate in walking.

However, these are the most common long bone fractures, which are frequently associated 
with high-energy trauma, as happened with Woron.

Tuberculosis

LEO´S update (Male, 3.5 yo): Leo arrived at the sanctuary back in December 2020. He was
diagnosed with Tuberculosis - a disease caused by bacteria that spreads from one infected
person or animal to another through the air. Tuberculosis usually affects the lungs, but it can
affect other parts of the body as well, such as the brain, kidneys or spine.

After an intensive treatment for 56 days with antibiotics and pyridoxine, Leo’s control tests and
Chest X-ray revealed a consolidation in the upper lobes and cavitation in the lower lobes of the
left lung. However, he is not coughing anymore. The vet team also took a tracheal lavage sample,
which was processed under the Xpert MTB/RIF (a nucleic acid amplification test for diagnosing
tuberculosis) the results of which came back with good news: no TB bacteria were found in his
body, indicating a good response to the treatment!

Woron’s x ray. L: Tibia- fibula AP view/
R: Tibia- fibula lateral view
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MEDICAL PROCEDURES

Leo is currently on a palliative treatment, but thanks
to the dedicated care and love of his caregiver he
has gained weight, developed social skills, and
spends time playing around on his own.

He will continue taking antibiotics for at least two
more months, then the team will perform another
tracheal lavage that will be sent for testing.

TB sufferers recover fully and without relapses when
the disease is diagnosed early and treatment is
provided without interruption. We are confident this
will be the case for Leo and he will be able to meet
the other nursery chimps shortly!

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

Temporal tooth trauma

Julius (Male, 3 yo) is an extremely active
chimp, he likes swinging on the ropes,
jumping from one hammock to another,
climbing the mesh, playing with the
other infants, etc – it is rare to see him
not moving around, unless he has taken
a break to eat some food! Unfortunately,
this month he fractured his upper incisor,
which quickly changed colour. Of course,
it didn't stop him from enjoying the
balanced food offered daily.

The vet team performed an anesthetic
procedure to assess the viability of the
gums, which showed good mucosal
colouring, no inflammation, no fistulae
and no abscesses. We removed the
remainder of the fractured tooth along
with the root. Julius has been taking
painkillers, antibiotics and soft food – he
is showing a good recovery.

Leo enjoying his enrichment in the quarantine area
Julius’ tooth fracture)

Technical Note

Knocks on milk teeth are very frequent due to 
accidental falls. Usually, the teeth affected are the 
upper incisors which leads to inflammation of the 

gums and some discomfort when eating. A couple of  
days after the blow, the tooth may change colour or 
turn black, which indicates pulp necrosis - the tooth 

has lost its vitality. 

For the treatment, the tooth can be extracted, with 
the nerve (pulp) or it can be left if the chimpanzee is 

eating, there is no inflammation or purulent 
secretion in the gums. Then it is possible to wait 

until the new tooth is born and pushes this one out.
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MEDICAL PROCEDURES

Intestinal Dysbiosis

Jean (Female, 4.5 yo) from the Nursery group
presented a loss of appetite (including an uninterest
in milk), slight diarrhea and a reduction in her
movement and activity. In addition, she recently
developed skin problems (dermatomycosis). A
medical procedure was performed under anesthesia
to take a chest X-ray which revealed no
abnormalities. However, in the abdominal cavity we
found a large amount of gas in the transverse colon.
A further physical examination showed she has
hypomotility (decreased motility of all or part of the
gastrointestinal tract), borborygmi (rumbling or
gurgling noises made by the movement of fluid and
gas in the intestines), and laboratory results showed
an inflammation and slight anemia.

.

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

INTRA-SPECIFIC FIGHTING

We will continue to monitor Jean’s health status in the weeks to come.

B Group has 17 chimpanzees among which 7 are 
males. Zach (Male, 20 yo) is the alpha of the 
group, followed by Chippie (Male, 14 yo), Eglo
(Male, 13 yo) AJ (Male, 12 yo) and Bingo (Male, 
12 yo). Recently, they have started fighting each 
other over their hierarchical positions. 

AJ was left with a bite in the orbital region of the 
right eye and Chippie had a deep oval-shaped 
lesion, 7 cm long with regular edges on the right 
forearm. They were treated with antibiotics and 
analgesics and recovered satisfactorily.

Jean under anesthesia 

Technical Note

The main characteristic of the alpha male is to be peaceful, to fight when necessary, to play with 
the infants, and to defend the group. The alpha is not necessarily the most aggressive, he is the 

one who shares food, oversees relationships and offers comfort after fights. However, it is 
common for younger males to want to take power and challenge the hierarchy, which leads to 

fights.

Chippie post-fight
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INTEGRATIONS

Eglo from B Group tried to take over Zack’s dominant position
and started to fight for the support of the group. The two
chimps are currently being left alone in the night quarters
without the rest of the group. They began grooming each
other through the window and emitting non-aggressive
vocalizations. Later they shared the same space without
fighting. They will continue this integration process for some
more time until they can re-join the rest of the group.

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

Teaching care-staff how to take photos with digital cameras

On the job training is important for staff to acquire new knowledge. Both in the area that they 
work in, but also in other areas so they can further create skills in a range of topics/disciplines.

During May, the care-staff were shown :
• How to use a digital camera to capture the chimpanzees in the different groups.
• How to prepare and organize the medical supplies for the different procedures.
• The importance of enrichment to improve or maintain the animal's physical and mental

health, as well as to prevent or reduce the frequency of abnormal behaviours they may
exhibit.

In addition, the vet team attended a training on Social Behavior Change 
by Lauren Watkins organized by  PASA.

After their medical check-ups revealed positive results,
Ferenkeh and Lazar Ceasar were integrated in the quarantine
area and are now sharing the same space. It is fundamental
that orphaned chimpanzees have an adequate emotional and
cognitive development, where they begin to groom, play and
accompany each other. This type of companionship has a
positive effect on their welfare and makes them happier.

Integration of Ferenkeh and Lazar 
Caesar

Integration of Eglo and Zack

CAPACITY BUILDING
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NUTRITIONAL
Food can be presented in different ways, hanging or hidden among vegetation, in a substrate 
which promotes foraging behaviours, or inside an object (.e.g. plastic bottles).

ENRICHMENT

PHYSICAL
Chimpanzees’ interest can also be stimulated 
through physical objects. E.g. Mirrors help 
broaden individual’s self recognition. Nest-type 
structures and materials and great to promote 
bed-building behaviours. This month even toilet 
roll paper was a big hit with Julius!

SENSORY

A great form of sensory environmental 
enrichment are objects and toys on 

which different smells have been 
sprayed as it helps stimulate the 

chimpanzees’ sense of smell.

Food hidden in a shredded paper substrate; Tom opening his food enrichment hidden in a 
paper envelope; Jean enjoying enrichment from a plastic bottle

Eglo enjoying nuts scattered on the thistles of a brush

Tom smelling the scents sprayed on a hat Julius playing with toilet roll



CHIMPANZEES NUTRITION SUMMARY
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Body Condition Score

Malnourished 1/5

Underweight 2/5

Ideal 3/5

Overweight 3.5 - 4/5

Obese 5    

Summary of the amount of food given to the 102 resident chimpanzees during May

Breakdown of the body condition 
scores of the 102 chimpanzees

The score, out of 5, for each type of body condition

The chimpanzees with a non-ideal body score, i.e. 
Overweight (BCS =3.5- 4/5)

TCS BODY CONDITION 

(n=99)

Malnourished 0

Underweight 0

Ideal 96

Overweight 6

Obese 0

NAME SEX GROUP

Overweight

Jerry F B

Gaby F New C

Jerusalem F B

Jean F Nursery

Salva M Gorilla

Nyanda F Old C

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

869

104 138

1720

360 364

853

180 320 75 145 15 163

1895

300 17

1.371

Nutrition Summary chart
TCS May 2021
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ECO-TOURISM
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Movie Night 14.05.21

A Tacu-feast followed by animation film, RIO, in the beautiful forest. 

Despite being an animation movie, Rio addresses one of the main threats faced by wild 
animals: the illegal wildlife trade. This illegal trade is the biggest driver of animal extinction, as 
currently 7,000 species are traded illegally somewhere in the world. Movie watchers were 
able to understand the triggers of this crime and learn about conservation in a fun way, whilst 
enjoying a delicious meal in the forest. We look forward to seeing you at our next Movie Night 
where you too can be inspired by biodiversity and further support conservation efforts!

Yoga Fest 22-23.05.21

Tacugama’s unique Yoga Fest brings together the best of Salone’s yoga and 
meditation teachers. This fest included Hatha Yoga, a Beginners session with 
Mariama and an intermediate session with Madhu, as well as Mindful Vinyasa 
& Meditation with Edward & Samuel. Participants also enjoyed Birdwatching 
combined with a hike to Mount Benet.

During May 403 people visited the sanctuary on our daily tour. Out of those, 226 were Sierra 
Leoneans. The tour guides also conducted 2 bird-watching tours and continued to work on the 
greenhouses. We were also happy to welcome Tacugama’s supporters to fundraiser events:

Salone Food Connect 28.05.21

Salone Food Connect dinner party presented the beginning of a 
great collaboration between the sanctuary and Dishfull SL. The 
African Dinner was cooked by the founder of Dishfull SL, 
Mariama Kargbo, a young Sierra Lonenen entrepreneur.
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VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

Tacugama offers a variety of volunteer and internship opportunities:

If you are interested in coming to lend us a hand go to: 
https://www.tacugama.com/volunteer/ for more information!

Get first-hand experience learning about 
chimpanzee medicine alongside our resident 

vet, from daily care and enrichment  to surgical 
procedures, as part of our VETERINARY 

program 

Go patrolling in the forest with the rangers and 
learn about bio-monitoring. Visit schools and 
assist in our educational efforts. Take a trip to 
the communities to do some sensitization. All 
as an effort to help protect wild chimpanzees 

and their habitats as part of our OUTREACH 
program.

Help us plan and organize sustainable and 
environmental-friendly events as part of our 

ECO-TOURISM program.

Try out everything, then decide where you 
would like to dedicate most of your time by 
joining our

GENERAL VOLUNTEER program.

Long term volunteer, Rowena Facee, came back to 
Tacugama during May to collect up-to-date footage of 

the resident chimps and assist with organizing our Loma 
Mountains National Park Outreach Project

NEW STAFF

In addition, we also offer students the opportunity to come and do research for BSc or MSc projects.

We were also grateful to welcome new volunteer 
Sarah Jerke who has come to help Tacugama’s

animal welfare department and assist in veterinary 
team in feeding, enrichment and procedures. 

On the 1st of May we welcomed new 
conservation manager, Paul Robinson 
and new TKEEP Coordinator Allysious
Musa. We are excited to welcome 
both on board the Tacugama Team!

New team members Allysious and Paul

https://www.tacugama.com/volunteer/
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FUNDRAISING & SUPPORT

• Our very own King Bruno book ( also available at the 
sanctuary shop,  Lungi Airport, Atlantic Lumley Hotel 

and online on Ebay);

• Chimpanzee Stuffed Toy
• Unique chimpanzee and African print t-shirts
Email info@tacugama.com for more info on how to buy!

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

Spend the night in one 
of 6 eco-lodges and 

enjoy the tranquility of 
the forest in the 
Western Area

Take a sanctuary tour 
and meet the resident 

chimpanzees!

Visit our sanctuary shop 
for a variety of original 

African arts & crafts 
products

Thanks to our new dispatch location in Europe, you can also make great purchases

from abroad, incluiding:

https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/402585851348
mailto:info@tacugama.com


www.tacugama.com

You’re just a click away from more regular updates! 
Check out our Facebook page, Instagram accounts (Sanctuary and 

Outreach), as well as our Twitter page to stay in the loop about 
everything Tacugama!

@tacugama @tacugama @tacugamacop @tacugama

Camera trap footage collected of the wild chimpanzees  in the 
Western Area Peninsula National Park

http://www.tacugama.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Tacugama
https://www.instagram.com/tacugama/
https://www.instagram.com/tacugamacop/
https://twitter.com/Tacugama?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor

